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PPEETTEERR RRAACCIINNEE FFRRIICCKKEERR was born in Ealing on 5 September 1920.  His middle name
came from his great-grandmother, a direct descendant of the French dramatist.  He
entered the Royal College of Music in 1937, studying theory and composition with R. O.
Morris, organ with Ernest Bullock and piano with Henry Wilson.  After war service, he
resumed formal composition lessons with Hungarian émigré Mátyás Seiber, who became
a close friend.  

Two chamber works first attracted critical attention: his Wind Quintet (1947), winner of
the Alfred J Clements prize, and String Quartet (1948), taken up by the Amadeus Quartet.
In July 1950, his First Symphony (1949) was premièred at the Cheltenham Festival by the
Hallé Orchestra under Sir John Barbirolli, bringing Fricker to the attention of the musical
world as a leading British composer of his generation.  He steadily produced an impressive
body of work in his highly expressive, urbane and freely atonal language, notably the
Second Symphony (1951), with its ingenious use of rondo forms in all three movements,
Dance Scene, for orchestra (1954) and Litany, for double string orchestra (1955).  Chief
among his choral and vocal pieces are the oratorio The Vision of Judgement (1958) and the
song cycle for soprano and orchestra, O Long Désirs (1963).  

In 1965 Fricker moved to Goleta, Santa Barbara, having been appointed professor at the
University of California.  His style grew leaner, but he continued to produce substantial,
large-scale public works, such as the Fifth Symphony (1976), commissioned by the B.B.C.
for the 25th anniversary of the Royal Festival Hall and the oratorio Whispers at these
Curtains (1984), commissioned by the Three Choirs Festival and dedicated ‘In memoriam
Humphrey Searle’.  In 1989 he was appointed composer-in-residence of the Santa Barbara
Symphony Orchestra, for which he had composed Walk by Quiet Waters (1988).  Whilst
working on a second work for them, he died, of throat cancer, in Santa Barbara on 1
February 1990.

The Concerto for violin and small orchestra, Op.11 was completed in March 1950, and, the
following year, won the Arts Council Festival of Britain competition for young composers.
Like the compact Violin Sonata (1950), it was written for Maria Lidka, who premièred it
with the London National Orchestra under Walter Goehr in the Central Hall, Westminster
in January 1951.  A smallish orchestra (flute, oboe, 2 clarinets, bassoon, 2 horns, harp and
strings) results in a chamber-music textural transparency, allowing the solo part to
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register without resorting to undue rhetoric.  The prevailing tone is one of civilised
discourse, avoiding extravagant gesture.  

Two bars of syncopated, pulsating, dissonant chords on the strings and woodwind open the
first movement (Con moto), after which the soloist enters with a soaring theme with an
ascending chromatic sequence, which recurs in varied form throughout the movement.  A
livelier tempo (poco piu mosso) leads to an expressive, chromatic melody for violin,
played on the G string and including a striking cantabile falling figure.  The orchestra
reacts exuberantly, culminating in a vigorous, march-like figure.  There are two brief
quasi-cadenzas: the second, punctuated by tutti interjections, leads to a return to the
serenity of the opening section, as the initial theme becomes the focus of poignant, elegiac
brooding.

The central Andante begins with a wistful, cantabilemelody in a lilting, dotted 6/8 rhythm
in a duet with the first violin, underpinned by gentle dabs of flute and harp.  A doubling of
speed interrupts the reflective tone; juxtapositions between the pulse of the opening
section and this swifter tempo predominate, though their delicate textures retain the
initial dotted rhythm.  The movement ends serenely with material of the utmost simplicity. 

Dynamic and lively, the Allegro vivo Finale is launched by a brisk, spirited dialogue
between soloist and orchestra, based on an insistent main subject of barbed wit, which
proves highly influential.  A brief Capriccioso episode fleetingly recalls the opening
movement’s cantabile falling figure. Abrupt tempo fluctuations increase the pressure, as
the technically demanding solo part urges the music towards a brilliant conclusion.

In 1961, at the age of twenty-eight, DDAAVVIIDD MMOORRGGAANN entered the Royal Academy of
Music, studying composition with Alan Bush and orchestration with Leighton Lucas.
During his time there, he wrote a number of chamber and instrumental works for different
groups, such as Trio for Seven (1962) for woodwind, String Quartet (1964) and
Divertimento for Brass (1964), and, in March 1965, he became the first composer
honoured by a concert given at the RAM devoted entirely to pieces written while still a
student.  Notable later works include the compelling, emotionally charged Sinfonia da
Requiem (1972), described by Morgan as “a personal, not a political reaction to the events
of August 1968”, and Contrasts for orchestra (1974).

Morgan’s Violin Concerto, which he has called “the most comprehensively and openly
autobiographical” of his works, dates from 1966, after he had left the Academy and won a

as Carillon, for electronic music stereo tape (1975), the one-movement String Quartet
(1975) and Trilogy for orchestra (1977).  After suffering for eight years from chronic
lymphocytic leukaemia, he died on 5 September 1980 in his home at McMahons Point,
Sydney.  

The Violin Concerto (1968) exemplifies his mature style, summing up his orchestral output
thus far.  Commissioned by the B.B.C., it was premièred by soloist Wolfgang Marschner
with the B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra under Norman Del Mar at the Royal Albert Hall in
a Promenade Concert in August 1968.  Considerable forces, including a variety of
percussion split into three groups, and frequently subdivided strings, are intricately
organised and sparingly used.  An instinctive atonalist, Banks presents an individual
handling of serial methods in a highly original work forged from readily identifiable
means: simple motifs with tonal associations, penetrating brass chords and fastidiously
contained orchestral tone clusters.  

A major concern is the shifting relationship between soloist and orchestra.  In the Lento-
Allegro first movement, the challenging solo part dominates the material with a cadenza
which runs like a thread throughout the structure: the entire movement is a sort of
‘interrupted cadenza’, occasionally yielding to the fiercer rhythmic arguments of the
orchestra.  In the opening bars the soloist starts with an open-string D; this is then
juxtaposed with a stopped D on the G string as the woodwind introduce, pianissimo, the
evocative and hugely influential D and C sharp sequence, which subsequently prevails over
a substantial, rhythmically flexible and richly textured movement.  

In the central Andante cantabile, with its haunting, gently undulating accompaniment to
a wide-ranging solo part, violin and orchestra combine in close-knit interplay.  This union
is greatly enhanced by the use of divided strings and a variety of accompanying
percussion, which lend colour as well as being an integral part of the thematic material.
The energetic finale provides a forceful, dramatic climax.  After the tension has ebbed
away from the ardent Risoluto first section, the lyrical central Lento appears, the ‘slow
movement’ of the concerto.  A foreshortened recapitulation precedes a coda, which
achieves a rapprochement between soloist and orchestra before the violin’s final extended
statement.  This culminant finale explores all facets of the two protagonists’ relationship –
dominance, resistance and alliance.

PAUL CONWAY 



British Council Scholarship to study in Prague for a year.   He attended the successful first
performance in the Dvorak Hall, Prague in April 1967.  An informal reading by soloist
Erich Gruenberg and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra led to a concert performance at
the Royal Festival Hall in January 1974, to great public acclaim.  A product of the
composer’s experiences in Prague and his realisation that, in his words, “the individual is
becoming more and more powerless and is slowly being crushed by forces he can neither
control nor resist”, the concerto reflects these feelings, the violin representing “the struggle,
aspirations and despair of the individual”, and the orchestra “a destiny that nobody wants
but everybody must share.”  Thus, certain elements remain the exclusive preserve of either
the soloist or the orchestra, never shared.   A large orchestra, including fourteen percussion
instruments, is used with telling judiciousness. 

In the spacious opening Lento introduction, the bassoon hints at the principal theme.  The
violin enters with an upward-leaping motif, which acts as a motto-theme throughout the
work.  Following the introduction, the Moderato cantabile main section centres on two
themes: that of the violin, and another, more animated melody, introduced by flute against
muted strings.  The second section (Alla marcia) begins with a brass ostinato, forcing the
violin to join the march.  After a central climax of stark brutality, a short violin cadenza re-
establishes the mood of the first section.  The recapitulation is in reverse order, the
introduction returning as a hushed, baleful epilogue, softly dying away with a tam-tam
stroke from the depths.

The orchestral forces are reduced for the central scherzo: horns and tuba are absent, and
strings and trumpets are muted.  A menacing staccato fanfare introduces a fiery moto
perpetuo.  A second theme is first heard on three flutes and developed by the violin.
Snarling trumpets spit out a fierce, con malizia martial theme, before the moto perpetuo
reappears with the initial fanfares, now played tutti.  A cymbal stroke introduces the
concerto’s main cadenza, the solo part accompanied by aleatoric writing for timpani
(featuring eerie glissandi) castanets and woodblocks.  With the sequential cessation of these
instruments, and an uncanny effect featuring glissandi on violins divided into twenty-two
parts, the movement dies away.

After an eloquent, impassioned introductory recitative by the violin, the finale unfolds in
sonata form.  The Allegro proper opens with what Morgan calls an “ironically optimistic”
theme (oboe and E flat clarinet) with ostentatious woodwind trills, answered by “sardonic”
march, featuring strutting brass.  Contrasting material is scored for violin and muted
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strings.  The development begins in measured, pastoral mood, but becomes gradually
more agitated.  The abbreviated recapitulation, begun by piccolo and xylophone,
incorporates the violin’s initial solo, transposed an octave higher.  The violin launches a
frenzied, a-thematic con fuoco coda, accompanied by bongos and timpani, making a last
brave declaration of the initial leaping motif “like a hunted animal pathetically rounding
on its pursuer” before the full orchestra finally drowns it out.  Significantly, the orchestra
has the last word in all three movements.

DDOONN BBAANNKKSS was born on 25 October 1923 in South Melbourne, Australia.  An early
interest in jazz was awakened by his father’s professional dance-band activities.  He
studied composition with A. G. J. Nickson and Dorian Le Gallienne at the Melbourne
Conservatorium, and, in 1950, travelled to London, where, like Fricker before him, he was
a private composition pupil of Mátyás Seiber for two and a half years.  After working
briefly with Milton Babbitt at Salzburg, in 1953 he won a scholarship to study composition
and orchestration with Luigi Dallapiccola at Florence; he later studied with Luigi Nono.  

During the 1950s, he worked as a copyist and arranger.  His gift for vivid, experimental
orchestration made him a natural feature film composer, and he became a prolific writer
of scores for Hammer horror films, such as The Evil of Frankenstein (1964), The Reptile
(1966) and The Mummy’s Shroud (1967).  These projects were a valuable source of income
and a means of learning his craft as an orchestral writer, not least by discussing with the
musicians what was possible, or not, on their instruments. 

Commissions for concert works began with the Sonata da camera, written ‘in memoriam
Mátyás Seiber’, for a B.B.C. concert at the 1961 Cheltenham Festival, followed by his Horn
Trio (1962), commissioned for the Edinburgh Festival, Divisions for orchestra (1965), a
Feeney Trust commission for the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, and Horn
Concerto (1965), written for fellow Australian Barry Tuckwell. An interest in electronics
led him to incorporate conventional acoustic instruments with new synthetic ones, as in
his Intersections for electronic sounds and orchestra (1969).  Jazz remained an important
influence, and he occasionally combined jazz and art musicians, e.g. Nexus for symphony
orchestra and jazz quintet (1971).

In 1972, Banks took up a creative arts fellowship at the Australian National University,
Canberra, and the following year, left England to become chairman of the music board of
the Australian Council for the Arts.  He continued composing works for varied forces such
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